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Can we achieve 
climate-effective 

home construction 
in sequence (energy, 
carbon, resilience)? 

How can 
all builders and 

renovators
make it work?

Making Netzero 
feasible for all!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Thanks GordLet me put my contribution in the right context with what we have heard so far.Every time I listen to Chris Magwood, I am learning new things. It is great to get simple-to-understand tools and  actionable knowledge as we are all looking for the next step.And – along the same line – it is great to know that best practice builders are already applying these metrics and findings in their projects. Congratulations to you all – it is humbling for me to part of this round.When I was thinking about how I can add value to the discussion on carbon and beyond, I thought I would focus on the “beyond” and add a broad-lens approach to it. ----So, I thought I’d suggest a few questions and answers that would help us getting to our goal faster, which is making net zero everything feasible for all.BTW, as a background for this presentation, I chose images from three of the 2021 CHBA Netzero Housing Excellence Awards. Let’s treat them as our near-future horizon for the entire residential construction industry including renovators![click]For starters I thought I’d explore these questions:Can we achieve climate-effective home construction by simply adding carbon when we are done with energy efficiency and then add resilience? The most important question – though - is How can all builders and renovators make it all work?[next slide]
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Can we achieve 
climate-effective 

home construction 
in sequence (energy, 
carbon, resilience)?

No! 
Wherever possible 
think of everything

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
OK I am going to answer it right here and then provide a few details. “Can we achieve sustainable home construction step-by-step? First energy, then carbon, then resilience?”I would answer “No“ here. The wildfires, hailstorms, floods and tornados don’t wait and we risk losing entire netzero buildings and neighbourhoods if we ignore resilience.Although I have to qualify that: “Could we do it step by step”?  Sure, we could! But I believe it may take longer and be more disruptive to find an effective way to integrate all aspects of climate action[next slide]



Climate actions in sequence?
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Cross-Implications 
• Energy efficiency beyond the middle tiers may give us 

diminishing returns on GHG reductions 
• Resilience should not be the last thought, but the first
• Not addressing resilience may waste a lot of ‘carbon effort’
• Tornado resilience may not be compatible 

with substituting OSB sheathing for rigid foam 
Affordability 

• limited resources ($$$) to compete for all societal goals –
incl. accessibility

• “Art of the possible” by everyone – don’t lose the 99%
Try to build it all in the first time – find the sweet spot

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here is why:I believe we may have already reached a point in some regions where increasing energy efficiency beyond the middle tiers may give us diminishing returns on GHG reductions and where other measures might be more carbon effective - for example, greening the grid.�We need to find a way low-cost way to insulate and seal homes well enough and stay carbon effective in any grid, otherwise Canadians will not be able to afford it on a large scale. �Resilience is another example of that. �We need to find ways to build homes sufficiently energy efficient, carbon-wise AND – for example – tornado resistant homes. This means, we can’t eliminate the OSB sheathing in favour of rigid insulation in areas prone to tornados. So builders and renovators need to be aware of the local climate risk and account for it in the construction of the homes and buildings they build.So, we need to find the sweet spot where all aspects of sustainability are addressed in home construction (energy, carbon, resilience, plus social and economical considerations) Then there is  cost and affordability.  �Each of these measures (energy efficiency, low carbon building materials, resilient homes – and there are non-environmental goals, too, like accessible homes) – is being conceived and discussed as single idea, through a single lens. But each of these measures may add cost �So, besides what the market and supply chain look like today, we need to be aware that all these new practices and concepts compete for a limited investment resource. And - we may have to coach builders and renovators on how to help owners and developers prioritize. Or – we find cost-neutral or cost-saving ideas that integrate all issues.,So, back to the question: Can we achieve sustainable home construction in sequence? Yes, we could but ideally we should not! Wherever possible we should integrate everything.If we can incorporate resilience, estimate the carbon effectiveness while designing for energy efficiency and waste reduction and other societal goals like accessibility – all at zero or low-incremental cost – that’s the sweet spot.  



Integrate sustainability

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I have one other slide to highlight the point I am trying to make here:When you look at all climate change actions you generally find these four areasMany projects and programs mix and match several aspects of climate change.  I look at this list sometimes to clarify the goal of a project.For today’s discussion, I thought it would be important to understand all these aspects before we focus too much on oneLet ‘s start with Mitigation. As Netzero builders you are most familiar with that one. Mitigation is the reduction of adverse effects that lead to the changes in climate in the first place.Here we find anything that has to do with energy efficiency, green house gas reduction, grid electrification, EVs, etc., essentially reducing harmful effects on the atmosphere  Let’s go to Sustainability next. This is where talk about things like the circular economy, about recycling, reducing waste and reusing materials. The goal of sustainability is to meet our own needs without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their needs.However, Sustainability really is a much broader concept. One could actually say that all of the other aspects of climate change action belongs inside Sustainability as an overarching concept.[click]For example – in the context of the 17 UN Sustainability goals you could say that - what we titled “sustainability” here - are the concerns evolving around “responsible consumption” and “sustainable cities”. And in turn, looking at the continuum of sustainable goals, what we are talking about today would fall under UN Sustainability Goal 13 Climate Action.OK – so this graphic is a basic attempt to say that all of this is connected and that others are active on sustainable development, too.[click]Additional ideas



What is CHBA doing (so far)?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Key message – none of these are optionalWhat is CHBA actually doing ?For a bit of illustration I have put together this chart, which maps all the subjects under those 4 climate change categories that the CHBA Tech team is currently involved in or monitors.The colours work like a heat map: red means a high priority and a lot of effort or activity, orange means medium, yellow means low priority and effort and Light blue means we are aware of the subject and monitor developments, but we are not currently active.So, by way of an example, you see your significant efforts on the netzero programs and on energy codes reflected in the red boxes under Mitigation.But let’s just focus on Resilience for a bit where you’ll see WildfireTornado resistanceHeat waves and overheatingFlood protectionHail storms But also things like climate risk data for extreme events.If you are building in an area that is exposed to these climate risks – you can’t ignore these – they are not optional – and good technical information is becoming available for all of these.I could make the same argument on the right side with durability and plastic waste reduction. If we ignore those we are not gaining much in terms carbon reductions. So, they should not be optionalI think you get the idea…
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How can 
all builders and 

renovators 
make it work?

… [next slide]

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So, then - how can all builders and renovators make it work? What can builders and renovators do integrate everything in their projects?First of all, Kudos to all of you here o the panel who are already making it all work - or – at least - you are well on your way!I can’t add much in terms of building science or building for zero emissions to this panel, other than to say that we all - collectively -  and including our support networks - have to become Leaders in Integrating… what I am showing you on the next slide is what came to my mind when I thought about this question[next slide]



… is how all builders 
and renovators can 
make it work




Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is it! “Think Big, Start Small, Scale Fast” It’s a slogan from Jim Carrol, a futurist author and consultant.Before I talk about this, let me share a moment from the past with you that explains why I went all philosophical here:In 2014 at the CHBA conference in Whistler, I was sitting at CHBA’s Technical Research Committee, having just presented on the new energy requirements as an NRC employee when a passionate Tex McLeod got up to give a speech to the housing industry gathered around that table.  He responded to my energy codes presentation and said “We know how to do energy efficiency. We invented high-performance homes in the 80s. We can bring this to the next level. Nobody else can. Let’s get our act together on energy efficiency. ”  A year later CHBA launched its NZ program and all of you have been working on the next leading edge since then.  And - today, we are being asked to add GHG emissions, decarbonize, create climate resilience, incorporate climate change adaptation, use low-carbon materials, integrate electrical vehicles, add battery storage and residential accessibility and the usual bit of other code changes. And I thought, we needed a speech like that – or at least a motto or a simple slogan to remind us what the next step is when we are overwhelmed by the details, day-to-day. [click]Think Big?I think, Governments have taken away the need to think big. We know our desired outcomes 10, 20 and 30 years out. And it seems we all agree on the big goals(Click]Start small?The group assembled here has already started small!There are also a lot of pilot studies, government grants, incentive programs, people giving new things a try, enabling home owners to benefit from newest technologies: Carbon calculators, battery storage optimization, -  everything we talked about today, so far.All of that is starting small.Done![Click]So that leaves “Scale Fast”I think – that is the real challenge here. And that should be our focus.If we were a startup with new metrics and new goals, how would we safely scale “our ideas” nationwide and integrate them with everything else in residential construction?How can we enable every builder, contractor, subtrade, building official, supplier, manufacturer out there to build what Chris, Miyoko and Carl are talking about and also include energy codes, local climate risk and other societal goals, like accessibility.



Scale Fast
Share simple, low-risk, low-cost sustainable solutions
Integrate all single-lens issues into holistic strategies
Best practice guides to scale solutions nationally
Expand supply chains & support for innovation
Coordinated gov’ts create powerful incentives
Teach others how to compete on ideas 
Innovate the process, think modular
Dare to try new things

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here are a few things to start us offFor the engineers and scientists in the audience, you see that I did a fair bit of curve fitting on this slide! Jokes aside, let’s see what I came up with:Widely share simple, low-risk, low-cost sustainable solutions. �Simple, low-cost solutions will become self-driving transforming ideas.We should also try to integrate all the single-lens issues into every project.  Otherwise, equally important ideas would have to compete with each other. �It shouldn’t be carbon or resilience or accessibility or fire safety �Let’s see if we can integrate them all – at least a few steps and find the sweet spot at low cost.Use Builder-quality guides to scale solutions nationally (that one is for me and CHBA and other associations and governments)�And let’s make sure we add all the context for codes to be effective for 100% of builders! Otherwise our great scaling curve may go downwards.Suppliers make plans to expand to tomorrow’s needsAnd, The support systems to get innovative solutions approved gets accelerated!All levels of Governments and all departments within the same government coordinate their action and create powerful incentives. Did you know that CMHC is working on a national climate risk data portal t the postal code level? Does NRCan know about this? Does NRC know about this? Does ECCC know about this? Do you know that ECCC is working on new targets for plastic waste reduction in construction? Just to throw out a few? We need a integrated and coordinated government grants system for homes and buildingsMaybe we need to coach others how to disrupt the market. Explain to others how it is better to compete on ideas rather than on price.[Click]Maybe it is time for more builders and renovators to re-think the process – think modular? I know many of you are exploring this.Shameless plug here – sign up to next week’s webinar that Kathleen Maynard and I will give on Modular and the Environment. And the Modular 101 webinar from April is available on the chba.ca/modular pageContinue to dare to try out new things. … and most of all – let’s do this move to get everyone in the industry on board. If we lose the 99% on the way, we have achieved nothing.



Thank you 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
… and I’ll end my presentation with this slide againThis is the phrase I want us all to remember and work on.I vow to do my part to do a few of these things and I thank everyone in advance for helping us to sale our best practices and get the message out to the entire industry to make netzero feasible for everyone
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